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informations

description
control unique warriors and battle your friends in fast-paced dynamic games in which 
your strategy makes all the difference! The explosive game combines tactical combat and 
area control. Charge head first or devise a trap to catch your opponent? Crush your
enemies using sheer strength or control glyphs on the map to score a strategic victory ? 
You must choose... or maybe try both at once !

Enjoy Ankama’s colorful universe and unique style in this fun, quick skirmish game in 
which high-quality cards, game pieces and pre-painted miniatures come together in a
design that’s as cute as it is badass!

Following in the footsteps of Krosmaster Arena, Blast is played on a gorgeous map with 
3D decor elements. Each new collectible miniature is a unique fighter, multiplying possible 
team combinations and greatly increasing this combat game’s replay value. With simple 
rules and deep tactical possibilities, Krosmaster Blast will give you epic tabletop battles !

A tactical battle game for 2 players taking place in the DOFUS and WAKFU universe.

uses amazing sD-style pre-painted miniatures, each of them with their own unique
abilities.

easy-to-learn rules for strategic battles lasting 20 to 30 minutes.

Numerous collectible miniatures can be added to the base game, creating a varied 
and endlessly renewable experience. 

created by the experienced Ankama Boardgames team who has worked on the
Krosmaster Arena franchise since 2011.
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About the Ankama group

Ankama is an independent company which creates, publishes and distributes works of entertainment worldwide.
From video games to board games, from animations to mangas, it controls the production chain of its creations from A to Z.

Known for its MMORPGs and the animated series DOFUS and WAKFU, part of a vast universe called the Krosmoz, it achieved its first
full-length feature film in 2016, DOFUS – Book I: Julith. Among the many strings of its bow: the board game Krosmaster Arena, its
figurines and its online version; the video games Tactile Wars, King Tongue; but also mangas and comics such as Mutafukaz, City Hall,
Radiant, and Freaks’ Squeele. Indeed, since 2004, following the principles of transmedia, the Ankama teams have been creating universes
developed through several stories and in several formats, there by offering their communities of players, readers and spectators
a full and immersive narrative experience across all popular platforms.

At Ankama, every story is unique, but they are all interconnected.

To get an idea of what’s going on at Ankama, you should take a look at: DOFUS Touch, the tablet and smartphone version of DOFUS,
released in late 2016; Krosmaga, a collectible card game mixing combat and strategy; and the animated series WAKFU.

http://www.ankama.com/
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